
Excerpt from 2 Ennerdale Drive: unauthorised biography

Chapter 1 Telling Tales

It’s not until they die that there’s time to wonder who

people are. It was Fred, the dead half-uncle’s half-

brother, who told her a little of the story of no.2, the

house where the two of them grew up, the house she has

always thought of as Antony’s. Where does he come from this

uncle brother son? Almost 50 years after he emigrated, Fred

returned to an England he barely recognised to clear and

prepare for sale a house that no longer had any of his

family to fill it. Their 80-year occupancy is at an end.

She’s taking herself off to Ennerdale Drive in Colindale to

see the house and to discover more about Ant, more about

all of them maybe. This is the site where Ant played out

his private life, so checking out the neighbourhood is a

start. There’s a clutch of stories here already that might

add up to something. There’s a body and more than a few

missing persons. There are suspects and accessories; there

are motives, perceived or concealed. She has her

suspicions. The leads may amount to nothing more than a

portrait of a pair of dead brothers in the theatre and a

scene of no crime in particular but that’s not how she sees

it. Something tells her this house and this family will be

good for a story or two. This is a story that needs a

detective and she can play the part, she’ll take it on

herself. She can generate as much mystery and confusion as

the case demands, with exhibits for evidence. She’s setting



herself up as investigator. No shot rang out in Ennerdale

Drive. That doesn’t mean nothing happened.

She’s a detective hunting down a version of a family story

starting with some brothers and an empty house. No crimes

are on her books. Hardboiled isn’t where she’s trying to

be, she’s a detective trying to expose absences, missing

persons, dead people. Nothing beyond the call of duty

there, it’s all in a day’s work. She needs to know: what’s

the story? There’s no trail so far but the one she’s laying

herself and there’s no evidence but hearsay, photographs

and anything retrievable from digital or human memory

banks. But that’s already a lot and it’s enough to stand up

in this court. It’s all highly suspect but she’ll get to

the bottom of the available material so far. She’ll have to

find the material she needs, that’s her job.

She’s a detective on a mission to put together the people

hiding behind the curtains and people in the pictures, or

even just to find the pictures she needs to make the case.

That would be a good start. It’s said, by Walter Benjamin,

that without photography the detective story could not have

come into being, because a photograph can pin down the

identity of its subject. Of course a photograph can do no

such thing, she thinks, anyone knows that. Photography can,

with prior knowledge, confirm that the image represents an

identifiable scene, person or item. That’s all it can do.

Even with sophisticated disguises or plausibly documented

false names, witnesses and diligence will lead to the pay

off eventually. At least that’s how it happens in the

stories.



Licenced only by the imperative of her own desire and

curiosity, she’s the detective, and she’s the spieler, the

shapeshifter, the all-seeing she. So she says.

She shares a few characteristics with some of those other

detectives she reads about: personal eccentricities;

awkward, privileged interest in the ‘case’; a tendency to

make herself the story; and a need for suspension of

disbelief. She has to move between this work role and

family, find both within her at the required times,

different sides of herself. What she doesn’t share: she

doesn’t have a sidekick, there’s no name stencilled on a

glass outer door of her office, and no bottle of bourbon in

the filing cabinet.

A sole practitioner in the grip of an obsession, she’s one

of those detectives who has to spy for no money. Nothing

and nobody to win, so no fee payable. This is the job as

this detective sees it: she has to track down the evidence

about this house and who lived here in whatever form she

can find it. She will be reading imprints in houses, the

pattern of bricks, the lay of the land and the light on the

paper that made the photograph in order to translate signs

and read into them what she needs to find there so that she

can put together her detective’s tale. The skill of the

detective is in the process of making paths, fashioning

them into routes of significance. Her role as detective

involves knowing what to make of what is visible, effecting

a transformation to see what’s missing: a person, an

object, a space, an idea. Making fragments into stories,

putting pictures together into diagrams and extracting

significant data from them, she’ll have to stay with the

job until a blur of identification and a shiver of



awareness rises out of a mess of methodical scrutiny and

dreamy surveillance, professional and personal. Her gaze as

detective takes in landscapes from the city to the hallway,

suffocating or alluring, desolate or nurturing. The

detective scales up the aperture, winds it down to take in

the house next door, the street, the neighbourhood; then

narrows it again for the spotlight on the corner.

Each clue edges her pursuit onward, each speck of a

sighting appears to have the answer, the clear view of what

it is that she’s looking for. This will be the key, this is

the missing piece that will make the picture readable, lay

out flat the entire story like a neatly set table. The

revelation, the lost object identified and found,

impossibly, will knit in every loose theme. Ah, but that

kind of resolution would leave her an out-of-work

detective, or stripped of dreams and dead. None of these

leads ever keep the promise with which she imbues them, and

so she’s left instead alive and half-asleep and still in

the job.

She doesn’t have to travel far to look for representations

of evidence in this job either in geography or cyberspace.

She could widen the scope of the enquiry, make it her

life’s work, the unsolved case turns into the one that

forever haunts every retired investigator. For today, she’s

still on her way to Colindale, clunking along on the

Northern Line, garnering a taste for where it all happened,

the private life of the public brother in the picture.

Maybe if she knocks on the door, someone will allow her to

see inside the house one more time, just to see if she left

any memory there.



Three stops before Colindale, at Golders Green, the train

line emerges from the tunnel and turns into an overground

train, a sure sign of crossing into suburbia. The train

skirts past the backs of suburban villas in various shapes,

the rear ends of many lives, past the red roofs of

Hampstead Garden Suburb and on to Brent Cross, the place

that’s named for a shopping centre and that isn’t in Brent.

The early-twentieth century Arts and Crafts houses and the

1970s mall are left behind as the train approaches

Colindale, all 1980s-pastiche housing and urban fringe

industrial buildings. Short runs of dead-looking terraces

are interrupted by ever-diminishing small businesses. It’s

quiet even though the traffic’s noisy. Nobody on the street

hardly and nobody talks. Sullen London. Endless cafes and

some of them busy. Not much in the way of life here.

She came here to immerse herself in local colour and it’s

dirty mushroom. Once, it may have been possible to believe

wholeheartedly in the myth that suburbs are about the

desire to live in leafy residential areas designed to

ensure the privacy and safety of the family. The evidence

would make that hard to hang on to here. A stronger force

has prevailed in Colindale and further diluted this north

London facsimile of the suburban dream, where tree-lined

streets are in short supply. Front gardens are trumped by

an overwhelming need for off-street parking, and the cars

look in better shape than the houses. Sightlines are

uninterrupted by landscaping, privacy and sound absorption

are wrecked. Only an occasional people-mover acts as a

barrier. The walk from the tube is dispiriting and

familiar: out-of-town retail warehouses and HQs for high-



street midgets; uneven pavements fronting no-hope

enterprises; and plenty of cut-price shops selling useful

cheap plastic items. It’s a high street too rundown even

for charity shops.

Going to Colindale isn’t about sightseeing, that’s for

sure. She’ll show you the sites instead: here is where it

happened, or so she’s been told. She’s going after the

clues she’s planted. Following leads that she’s chased in

herself. Anyone might wonder who’s exposing what about whom

here. She’s going to see what traces of Ant remain, what

the site of his private existence can tell her. That’s what

she said. It’s taken 40 years but she knows now that there

are two ns in Ennerdale even though she hasn’t written it

on the front of an envelope of a christmas card or birthday

thank you for such a long time. She can imagine the house

into existence through the memory of an address written

down in a small, unnecessary book. That’s what she

remembers more clearly than the house itself, words on

paper rather than the building.

Shielded by a row of houses from the high street, the

section of the A5 known as The Hyde, Ennerdale Drive runs

to the top of a hill and forms the central spine of an

inverted U-shape. The layout creates an almost self-

contained neighbourhood, like a village, as the refrain

from estate agents and vendors goes. The street itself is

narrow, the few cars parked are mostly half up on the

pavement. For a once-leafy suburb the tree count is

decidedly and noticeably thin in this season of blossom.

Two or three small circular islands with low-maintenance

planting sit in the length of the road, greening it up a



touch, slowing down what little traffic there is, reducing

density by splitting the line of houses.

•••

So I’m looking for remembrance still. The darkness of the

entrance, the arched portico and glass-paned door, the

privet-edged path, all seeming so familiar, beckon me in,

with something other than a welcome. I can pretend that I’m

recognising 2 Ennerdale Drive over the many other houses

like it whose front paths I have walked up in other north

London suburbs built by developers in the early twentieth

century. Like memorists of antiquity I use the hedge and

porch as prompts for where I am in the story, to substitute

place as memory. The hall light is off and the curtains are

drawn, even though it’s hardly dark yet. I knock with the

letterplate handle. Long pause.

I say beckon me in, but it doesn’t. The house is set up for

the opposite effect. It’s semi-detached, for a start. I’m

just ignoring the warning signs. Not everybody needs to

have a dog. It’s not like I really remember any of this but

something’s being mapped out. There’s no getting away with

dawdling up that garden path. It’s straight up and down,

single file and don’t touch the hedge. Intruders are

repelled by layout alone. That sneaky glazed portico

deliberately gives the wrong impression: there’s no

transparency like the false promise of see-through glass,

no transparency at all. It’s obscurity, and one-way at

that. No need for fortifications, with a frontage like

this; the whole place is a characterisation of them.



Inside and out, it’s all façade. Nobody’s feeling at home

here. An inconsiderable frontage in itself but that’s the

whole of it. Somewhere a big cork stopper interrupts the

tidal flow of lived existence, chamber upon chamber of

cellar space, itself constituting an archive of life

unlived, an existence disbarred from living. The exterior

is, or at least appears to be, always knowable; the

interior is more mysterious, accessible only partially and

then by invitation.

I’m thinking that I shouldn’t have come, that I should have

come ten years ago, that I should have come at any time

during the last 20 years, but not now. What am I here for,

what do I expect? The pause gets longer and I bang the

handle again sharply. I try to look through the spy mirror

even though I know it’s only there to look back at me, not

the other way about. It’s not for monitoring indoors, it’s

for keeping account of who’s trying to get in from the

outside. This is a life that is defined above all else by

the distinction between interior and exterior: policing the

boundary at all times, whatever the cost.

Without warning of footsteps or lights coming on, the door

is opened a little, so I’m surprised and say nothing.

There’s silence and a wave of interior pours out. She peers

at me, as though groggy. She doesn’t know who I am.

Advantage me, but it doesn’t feel like one. All I want is –

well, what? To come inside and what then? As if I want to

be ushered into the front parlour as the prodigal great-

niece and send out for a Fuller’s walnut cake.



Any second she’ll go ‘Yes?’ or ‘Not today, thank you.’ I

can’t see inside but I can tell she’s very, and strangely,

well dressed. I half expect her to be wearing hat and

gloves. I haven’t interrupted the spring-cleaning then.

Then again, she could be doing just that, the suburban lady

making light of her work. A knock at this door is never

going to be anything other than an interruption. There is

no mat on my side of the front door and it would not say

welcome. Instead a metal grille sits in front of the step

to stop cattle or anything else crossing the threshold.

She’s opened the door a crack more, enough to let me sidle

in, no grand gestures here. It’s a privilege nonetheless,

the front door must be heavily guarded to secure the space

between danger and safety. I give her my card so she can

see the name in print but she’s still not having it and

peers at it as if to detect forgery. I’m not who I say I

am. I almost say ‘Don’t you know who I am?’ but I can tell

she’s not going to fall for that. And who am I to her,

after all? There’s no connection, whichever way you look at

it: wrong side of the family, wrong generation, wrong

decade, wrong gender too I expect. The lot.

A house of small, disconnected containments, we stand just

inside the hall, breathless in the airlock, keeping me

separate from her privacy in this antechamber, closer than

either of us would like to be. She bars my way to

penetration further into the house without doing a thing.

I’m not going to get as far as the sitting room, that’s a

privacy too far. The hall will have to tell me all I need

to know, as it does for most of the visitors. She’s already

told me that he’s out. Now she says, ‘We’re having our

evening meal,’ but I can’t smell anything except dank



furnishings and she’s not going to tell me who’s joining

her for dinner. Her imaginary friend Johnny Walker, I’d

say. I’m lucky she’s not going to invite me to join them.

In the corner, by the very closed door of the front sitting

room, is a small telephone table, its appliance resting on

a bleak square of threadwork that must have been made under

better lighting than this. The kitchen door at the end of

the corridor is panelled in glass and shielded from any

inquiries by its pattern. The life of the house needs

protection from more than my gaze. Everything is so

protected it’s entirely exposed: the hall runner by a

plastic overlay, covered in turn by a doorway mat; secrets

screened by the dim yellow light.

From the street side the front door, while guarded in a

recess beneath its arched porch, is wreathed in light and

glass. Some effort has gone into mitigating this effect

indoors. The runner continues up the staircase, but no

plastic sheathing is needed there apparently. It’s like a

b&b where access to bedrooms is a policing matter. I turn

around the long way as I leave, to get a glimpse of what I

hadn’t been able to see before. This is as far as your road

goes. Set by the phone, pencil inserted in its holder, is a

dial-up address book, ancient but pristine, where numbers

for other Mrs As are inscribed. The telephone brings

invaders no more welcome than me. The same wallpaper is

hung up the stairway, its floral pattern as pretty as the

neighbourhood they, the suburban dwellers, imagined they

would live in, now all faded, colours and warmth long gone.

I can’t see any more than this, there’s no delaying.

Whatever I want, I’m not going to be welcome. She won’t

risk me telling any tales. I’m looking, looking in, that’s



insult enough to merit closed doors. With a goodbye so

polite it blisters, I’m out again to be guided down the

privet strait to take me safely off the premises. I

breathe. Inside, there’s no reason to stop holding on.


